St. Anne’s Square
Cathedral Quarter, Belfast
County Antrim
Architect
WDR & RT Taggart
Contractor
J Kennedy & Co (Contractors) Ltd

Situated in an area of major redevelopment, the award
winning mixed-use regeneration scheme in the heart of
Belfast’s Cathedral Quarter was designed to include a
hotel, multi storey car park and apartments along with
retail and office space.
Because the site is in a conservation area, it was
important that the design was stylish and elegant and
in sympathy with the architecture of nearby St. Anne’s
Cathedral. To this end, Craftstone was contracted to
supply and fit architectural cast stone in a Portland finish
and included columns, pilasters, lintels, entablatures
and cornices.
The completed project has won the Northern Ireland
Residential Development of the Year title, the Best City
Regeneration Project for design excellence, innovation
and sustainability and was also named winner in the
Regeneration category in the 2010 RICS Northern Ireland
awards for excellence in the built environment. A tribute
to all those involved working in close partnership to
achieve a truly exceptional development.
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Bespoke architectural cast stone
and crystal products created from a
lifetime’s experience.
Craftstone offers a unique architectural
product combined with a high level of
service. Whether your design concepts
are classical, traditional or contemporary,
Craftstone will supply a high quality
product, on time and to specification.
Architectural Cast Stone
- Semi-dry
- Wet-cast
- Structural
Crystal Products
- Paving
- Walling
- Tiles
Architectural Grey Precast
Insulated Precast Panels
- Brick finish
- Cast stone finish
- Grey precast finish
Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete
Bespoke Cast Stone
- Street furniture
- Landscaping features
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